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* Source: MAFM, Performance is calculated since inception date 23/07/2019.

* Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

* Benchmark is VN-Index.

Top 10 holdings Sector % NAV

Bank for Foreign 
Trade of Vietnam

Financials 8.3%

Vinamilk Consumer Staples 8.2%

Mobile World 
Investment Corp

Consumer Discretionary 6.1%

MaSan Group Consumer Staples 4.5%

Hoa Phat Group Materials 4.3%

FPT Corporation Information Technology 4.2%

Asia Commercial Bank Financials 4.2%

Vinhomes Real Estate 4.1%

Military Bank Financials 3.4%

Viettel Post Industrials 3.4%

Asset allocation by sector (%NAV)

Net Asset Value (NAV)

Valuation date 30/06/2020

NAV (in VND) 434 billion

NAV/Unit (in VND)
8,424.13 

Investment objectives & strategies

⚫ Aim to achieve long-term capital appreciation through capital gains and income

of investments.

⚫ Apply active investment strategy by building portfolio focusing on listed stocks,

registered for trading stocks which have large market capitalization, high liquidity

and IPO stocks in Vietnam.

Fund performance
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Since 

inception

MAGEF -3.83% 19.67% -12.53% -12.53% N/A -15.76%

VN-
Index

-4.55% 24.54% -14.14% -14.14% N/A -16.61%
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Fund information

Portfolio Manager Soh Jin Wook

Type /Asset Class
Open-ended fund 
/ Equity

Custody & Supervisory 
Bank

Standard 
Chartered Bank 
(Vietnam)

Trading Frequency /
Dealing Date

Weekly / 
Wednesday 
(Day T)

Cut-off time
11AM Tuesday 
(Day T-1) 

Minimum amount 
(in VND)

1,000,000

1

* As of 30/06/2020, by GICS 

Fund portfolio

VND 8,424.13 
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Fund manager’s comments for June 2020
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This material is issued by Mirae Asset (Vietnam) Fund Management Co., Ltd and does not constitute a recommendation, offer or solicitation. Although
this material is based upon information that MAFMC considers reliable and endeavors to keep current, MAFMC does not assure that this material is
accurate, current or complete, and it should not be relied upon as such. Therefore, in no event may this material be used as evidence of legal liability for
the client's investment results.

⚫ Market Performance

The global stock market mostly went sideway or slightly up, ignored concerns about global economic downturn and appearance of

Covid second wave in some major economies like US and China. Fed announced to keep interest rates at 0 - 0.25% in 2020 - 2022,

worried that the US economy would likely decline with high unemployment rate and forecasted that the country may take two years

to recover. Meanwhile, Vietnam stock market boosted up in early of June with good news from the National Assembly that has

ratified the EVFTA and the EVIPA agreement between Vietnam and EU. Moreover, The Congress has also passed important laws and

regulations including the revised Law on Investment, revised Law on Enterprises, the Law on Public-Private Partnership, Investment

Protection Agreement and the Resolution on reduction of taxes for SMEs in 2020. These new laws will create a platform for future

development of the country. With multi days recorded no Covid case among community, the PM agreed to re-open entertainment

services like bar and karaoke, encouraged domestic tourism and planned to resume international flight to safe zone Covid (defined

as 30 days no new case detected zone). However, with the uncertainty of the epidemic, international flight was not resumed. As

concerning of resurgence of Covid world wide and unfavorable news recorded low GDP 2Q, Vietnam stock market index retreated

with Vn-Index (-4.6% mom), HNX index (-0.045% mom).

⚫ Fund Performance

The market properly bottomed out in March and grew strongly from April to early June with an increase of more than 35%.

Therefore, not any surprising that retail investors have been willing to take profit. By the end of June, the market was closed with

most of sectors falling excepted for consumer service. Under that situation, we mainly maintained our proportion in substantial

sectors, focused on reconstituting within the industry. Banking was the one we follow that strategy in this term. In addition, we

increased our weight in some long – term potential individual stocks in material and properties sector while reduced ineffective

shares in consumer goods industry. Thanks to maintaining underweight for financial and properties sector in overall meanwhile

overweighting some individual stocks in technology, health care and properties, this time, MAGEF slightly overperformed Benchmark

by 0.72%.

⚫ Investment plan

We believe the negative effect of Covid 19 might linger till the end of 2020 or even beyond. However, general trend is that all

countries will try to manage it and gradually back to their normality. In coming month, investors might wait for new stimulus

package announcement from US. Meanwhile, other countries will probably have their own stimulus package and policy to boost up

their economy. As such, we lean toward the possibility of situation to get bottom out soon and keep potentially developed in mid and

long term.

As Vietnam is now more and more connecting with global economy, this time global economic recession would undoubtedly affect to

the country. However, looking at recent macro data, we don’t see notably significant pessimism signals. In reverse, we see some

rebound occurring. In coming month, most of companies will release unaudited 2Q business result. While we don’t expect such a

good result this time, we tend to follow up the change in monthly business of enterprises. The discouragement due to poor business

result of the market will be an opportunity to accumulate long – term fundamental stocks at a reasonable valuation.
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